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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deputy director of the Science Division and Director of the Marine Program at NatureServeBeen working on CMECS for the last five yearsBackground in terrestrial vegetation classification – NVC for first 15 years of my careerToday – I’ll give the first of four webinars on CMECS – overview to set the stageOver the next three we’ll dig into the details of each of the components and mapping issuesToday we’ll keep it pretty high level – detailed questions will be addressed over the course of the series.



Outline
 Process & Objectives
 Classification vs. Mapping
 Questions
 Classification Content
 Questions
 Mapping & Implementation
 More Questions & 

Discussion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I’ll go over some of the process and Objectives  of developing CMECS Make sure we’re all on the same page in what we mean when we use the terms classification and mappingStop for QuestionsThen I’ll get into the meat of the classification and talk briefly about each of the componentsStop again for QuestionsTalk a little bit about issues related to mapping CMECMore questions and discussion – perhaps identifying areas we can go into more detail in the coming webinars



Partners
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 Federal agencies:  NOAA, EPA, COE, USGS, FWS, 
NPS, BOEMRE, USDA/NRCS, NASA

 State agencies: MA Division of Marine Fisheries, OR 
Coastal Management Program, SC Department of 
Natural Resources, TX Parks and Wildlife, California 
State Coastal Conservancy

 NGO’s:  NatureServe, TNC
 Academia:  FIU, U. Miami, 

URI, U. So. Miss., VIMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cooperators include:   Members of most federal agencies that are stakeholders (EPA, USGS, NPS, Army Crops, DOD, NOAA, USDA),   State agencies (coastal zone programs, fish and wildlife agencies)   Academia (University of Miami, VIMS, URI, University of Southern Mississippi)  NGO’s



People
 Becky Allee, Mark Finkbeiner, Garry Mayer, Chris Moses - NOAA 

 Chris Madden, Kathy Goodin, Judy Soule - NatureServe

 Giancarlo Cicchetti – EPA

 Larry Handley – USGS

 +35 Members of the CMECS workgroup
 + Over 100 expert participants in workshops and pilots over the 

years
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people have had their hands on CMECS over the last 13 yrs of developmentStarted with Becky Allee – she developed the first draftPartnered with NatureServe – at that time Chris Madden took the lead for versions II and III  - input from others on this list including Mark FinkbeinerImplementation Group – became a wider team effort – these folks worked on it III and 3.1 out the door – most of the writing and leadershipWorking Group – experts that have consulted on the details and continue to give us guidance.Handful of workshops over the years – back of the envelope estimate that over 100 people have provided input over the years



Development Timeline
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 Initiated CMECS development (first workshop) 1998

 Published Federal Register notice/open public

comment period August, 2010

 Closed public comment period (+120 days) December, 2010

 Review and sort comments; develop response teams January 2011

Complete responses to public comments; submit 

final package to FGDC September  2011

 Publish comments in Federal Register October  2011

 FGDC endorsement of CMECS November 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Becky started the process with the first workshop in 199813 years we worked to produce four drafts and initiated the process of having CMECS endorsed as a Federal Geographic Data Committee StandardAugust – published the current standards document and put it out for public reviewDecember – got over 800 comments from about 30 people –Now in the process of reviewing and revising – in flux



Objectives
 Develop a national standard for 

consistent terminology for coastal and 
marine ecological features.

 Include biological, geological, physical, 
and chemical aspects of the seascape.

 Be compatible with existing FGDC 
standards (wetland, soils, vegetation) 
and build on other existing systems

 Meet planning, inventory, restoration, 
monitoring, and protection 
information needs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wanted to create a national standard framework and terminology for classifying coastal and marine habitats – previously there was no National StandardWanted to make sure it included all aspects of the coast and seascape from the shore to the deep ocean and from the benthos to the surface – including biota, geology, structure and physical and chemical aspects of the water columnWanted to stand on the shoulders of those that came before us - Build on existing classification work – from agencies, states and academics in the US and internationally  - and be sure to be compatible with other FGDC standards – to ensure a seamless transition from the land to the sea.National Wetland StandardNational Vegetation ClassificationSoils Geographic Data StandardShoreline Metadata standardWanted to make sure that we me planning, conservation and resource management needs.



Benefits
 “Uplands to sea floor” continuity
 Common terminology and framework for data from different 

sources
 Across scales
 Across geographic regions
 Across institutions

 Built on existing classification approaches
 Based on ecological principles
 Responsive but stable

 Dynamic content standard 
 Expands with knowledge

 Flexibility to meet individual program needs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Close to achieving a seamless transition between FGDC standards – not always possible to make everything perfectCreated a framework and terminology that is useful at local, regional and national scales and across all geographies of the US and potentially globalEcological classification that has employed ecological principles for defining the units whenever possible – tried to make sure that the units we created mean something.We are trying to create a standard that is stable (or will be soon) – once it is, we also have to make room for incorporating new knowledge into the framework.  We are developing the process for CMECS to be a dynamic content standard that puts a peer review process and data management tools  into place to allow for the classification to be updated as we get smarter in a way that won’t cause too much pain for those using it. – We’ve copied the process that the National Vegetation Classification uses to update its units.Flexibility – we’ve provided a framework and terminology for a standard list of units.  We’ve also provided a standard set of modifiers that users can incorporate into their own implementation of CMECS to make it useful for their circumstances.  Users can also define their own modifiers of the standard units – as long as they are able to re-aggregate their units to report to the standard units.



Before we get too deep…
To an ecologist a classification is:
Comprehensive list of ecological 

units: Linnaean approach

To a mapper a classification is:
List of relevant units that can be 

discerned with available 
sensors: practical approach

CMECS is a product of the 
former with an eye toward the 
latter.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I often find when I have a group of ecologists and a group of mappers in a room is that they have different concepts of what a classification is and they can often talk for an entire day before they realize they were talking about two different things.Clear that up now and make clear how we use the term classification in CMECS.To an ecologist … an ecological classification is a comprehensive list of ecological units.  - Trying to describe the universe of units and understand how they interact and how species interact with them – They take a more Linnaean approach – similar to the way that species taxonomy is done.To a mapper – a map classification is a list of units that are relevant to their study and that they can see with their sensors - - concerned with what they can portray on a mapSo in this photo of  freshwater plume from the Mississippi  - the ecologist clearly sees two units – that need to be named and described, and the mapper gets a bad case of heartburn and says OMG These lines are going to change – CMECS was developed primarily as and ecological classification with an eye toward recognizing that we need conventions for mapping.



Classification: What is it? 
• What factors define the units?  
• What values determine the conceptual 

boundaries between units?  
• What are the units called? – common 

terminology
• What are the rules for identifying the 

units, and how do I know one when I see 
it?

• How are the units described?

• What are the buckets? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So when I talk to folks about the content of CMECS I find that many immediately jump to how to implement it, but thinking they are talking about the classification content.  - As we discuss CMECS, we need to be clear on what questions are related to the list of units in it and what questions have to with implementation.I used to give these slides as a way to put off the inevitable implementation questions – That’s mapping  -We’ll think about that another day… Now that we’re in the thick of implementation  - I use it as a way of framing the questions and suggestions about CMECS to make sure we’re clear about what we’re talking about.When we are talking about classification  - asks the What is it Question.  



Mapping: Where is it? 
 How do I portray the units on a map?
 What if I can’t discern the units with a 

particular technology?
 What happens if two units are 

coincident in horizontal space?
 How do I deal with units that are 

temporally variable?
These questions determine how to portray 

the units, but shouldn’t  determine how 
to define them.  

The answers are almost always objective 
driven.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we talk about mapping – we’re really asking “Where is it (and sometimes “when is it there?”)IF our goal is to develop an ecological classification, these mapping questions shouldn’t impact how we define the units themselvesBut we clearly do need to develop technologies and conventions that help us answer them – This is the current frontier for CMECS – we don’t have all of this figured out – that’s why we’ve been doing and are continuing to do pilot studes to work out these conventions. We envision a mapping guidance document as the next step – pilots are helping us come to grips with the issues that need to be addressed.



Condition Assessment: How is it Doing?
• What factors effect the status of the unit across it’s range?  

Area, threats, etc.
• What factors determine the condition of the unit in the 

field and to what extent?
• Water quality (contaminants, sediments, hypoxia)
• Physical disturbance (dredging and fill, storm surge)
• Invasive species 
• Human induced climate change (bleaching, sea level)

• As a rule these things help assess the status and condition 
of a unit but do not define what or where it is.

• Watch this space

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just as an aside – sometimes the How is It Doing question also comes up  - Someone wants to define units based on factors that are related to it’s condition.  We’ve decided to keep this issue separate from CMECSDefining the units across the range of conditions in which they occur – and then in the future (hopefully sooner rather than later) implementing a methodology to identify the metrics and thresholds for indicators of condition -  So a coral reef is a coral reef whether or not it’s bleached.



Questions?
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CMECS Domain

All waters, substrates, benthos and sub-benthos of the 
coastal marine realm extending:

 Landward to tidal splash zone of coasts, intertidal 
euhaline and brackish wetlands, and waters of Great 
Lakes

 Up river/estuary to head of tide, where tide > 0.2 ft 
(0.06 m) for at least part of month

 Seaward to deep ocean, including all continental and 
ocean waters and bottom
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now to the content of CMECSFrom the supratidal splash zone of the coasts to the deep oceanIn Estuaries it goes up river to the head of tide – meaning that includes euhaline brackish and even freshwater tidal areasthe Great Lakes – because of NOAA’s jurisdiction there



System

Marine

Subsystem

System , Subsystem and Tidal Zone

Shallow Water

Deep Water

Tidal Riverine 
Shallow Water

Tidal Riverine 
Deep  Water

Nearshore

Neritic

Oceanic

Limnetic

Littoral

Estuarine

Lacustrine

Tidal Zone

Supratidal

Intertidal

Subtidal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the highest level CMECS splits the world into three major Systems that are then further split into Subsystems based on depth and tidal regimeHead of tide and the freshwater tidal riverine subsystems included to be consistent with the FGDC shoreline classification and to allow inclusion for the entire domain of estuaries.



Marine Subsystems & Tidal Zones
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearshore – goes from the shore to the 30m contour lineNeritic – from the 30 m contour to the shelf break (usually between 100 and 200 meters)Oceanic – beyond the shelf to the deep oceanThree tidal zonesSupratidal – splash zoneIntertidal - fro m Mean Higher High Water to Mean Lower low waterSubtidal – below the Mean lower low water line – always submergedWe report all of the rest of the units of all components of CMECS as to their occurrence within these systems, subsystems and tidal regimes.  While it’s not hierarchical – it’s a common descriptor and organizer that we use for everything.



Components

Character of sediments and soils 
below substrate surface 

Water Column 
Component

(WCC)

Benthic Biotic
Component

(BBC)

Surface Geology 
Component

(SGC)

Sub-Benthic 
Component 

(SBC)

Geoform 
Component

(GFC)

Major geomorphic character or 
structural character of coast or 
seafloor

Structure, characteristics, and 
processes of water column and 
associated biota

Composition of biota on seafloor 
surface

Geological composition of surface and 
near-surface substrates; surface 
features, including biogenic structures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CMECS currently has five components:BCC—describes living biota on bottom - what typically is addressed by  existing habitat classifications— SGC includes top 15 cm.  (top 6 in.) – geologic composition  hard/soft, and  particle sizes as well as the biogenic structures – like reefs -Geoform – describes the things that have shape – akin to terrestrial landformsWCC is unusual; few habitat classifications deal with the water column—new feature with great potentialSub-benthic  - like a marine soils classification.	SBC specifically developed to meet the needs of USDA (NRCS) and their MapCoast programGFC incorporates much of the Greene et al. system which has been frequently used on the west coast. Each component is divided into a series of sub-units that generally are hierarchical 



Benthic Biotic Component (BBC)

 Describes the biological composition and cover  of the coastal 
and marine benthos

 Hierarchical:  Class, Subclass, Biotic Group, Biotope
 Derived from FGDC Wetland Standard Classes and Subclasses 

– with some modifications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Living biotic cover of the bottomHierarchical Classes and Subclasses are based on those from the NWI wetlands standard – tho we’ve separated the NWI Classes and Subclasses into two different components.Biotic Groups  - repeating taxonomic, morphological, behavioral, functional or grouping of characteristic biota that are easy to recognize – the biota that we all know love and talk about – kelp beds, oyster beds, mangrove forests, seagrass bedsA biotope is a repeatable assemblage consisting of a physical habitat together with its biological associations. 



Benthic Biotic 
Component

Class Biotic 
Group

Faunal Reef Biota

Coral Reef Biota

Faunal Bed

Aquatic Bed

Emergent Wetland

Scrub-shrub 
Wetland

Forested Wetland

Subclass

e.g., Macrocystis 
Community

Biotope

e.g., Kelp Foreste.g., Macroalgae 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SO a kelp bed in the BBC would be classified as a macroalgal Aqutic bed – Right now our biotopes are not well defined – we’ve developed some place holders, usually named with the dominant genera of well known associations –Have lots to do to flesh these out.Most cases – biotic group will be as far as a particular application may want to go.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To give you a feel for the Data for the BBC This is our CMECS online Catalogue of Units  - screen shot – if you click on the units there is a summary description for all of the classes and subclasses and many of the groups.  Showing this for you to get a sens of the hierarchy – encourage you to tool around in it to start to better understand the units.



Surface Geology Component (SGC)
 Describes the geological composition and environment of 

the upper layer of the hard substrate and the  upper 15 cm 
of soft substrate as well as the structural (n0n-living) 
aspects of biogenic substrates such as coral reefs.

 Hierarchical: Class, Subclass, Group
 Class: Unconsolidated Substrate 
 Subclass: Fine Unconsolidated Substrate

 Groups : Sand, Silt, Clay, Fine Mixes, Coarse Mixes
 Subclass: Coarse Unconsolidated Substrate

 Groups: Fragments, Shells/Corals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving on to the SGC – Surface Geology ComponentHard substrateUpper 15 cm of the soft substrateBiogenic structures like reefsIn NWI classification – the substrate classes were combined with the biotic classes and subclasses – separating them allows us to “see under the biota” – describe the substrate underneath – and to develop a complete coverage of the surface geology 
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Substrate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based largely on source and size of the particles and fragments for the Unconsolidated SubstrateThe kinds of reefs for coral reefsThe dominant taxa for the faunal reefsNote Repeat of Faunal and Coral ReefsLiving component in the BBCStructural/surface component in SGC



Geoform Component (GFC)
 Describes the major geomorphic or structural characteristics of the coast 

and seafloor at various scales
 Initial list derived from Greene et al. with modifications
 Three  subcomponents:

 Coastal Region – Ecological regions based on Spalding
 Physiographic Setting – major components of seafloor geomorphology 

along the continuum from the spreading center to the coast. (e.g., 
fracture zone, abyssal plain, continental rise, continental shelf).

 Geoform - seafloor structures that range 
in  size from 100’s of kilometers to less than 
a meter (e.g., delta, embayment, channel).
 Anthropogenic (berm, harbor, artificial reef).
 Coastal
 Marine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geoform describes the structures of the seafloorWe started with Gary Greene’s classification – most of the geoforms are the same – added some.The biggest difference is that The Greene classification organizes the structures by scale and CMECS doesn’t  - 	lots of comments in earlier versions to take scale out of the classification	so we did – now we’re having lots of folks screaming to put it back in  - haven’t decided yet who we’re gonna make happy.Three subcomponents – not hierarchical    -- 	first is ecoregional classification – although this one’s being debated and isn’t in the catalog	second is the phyisographic setting – macro descriptors of the seafloor	Third is geoform – structures – including a list of anthropogenic structuresDidn’t make them hierarchical because we didn’t want to proliferate a bunch of structures that are different only because of where they sit on the seafloor.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Didn’t make the subcomponents  hierarchical because we didn’t want to proliferate a bunch of structures that are different only because of where they sit on the seafloor.Anthropogenic, coastal and marine are descriptors that allow for quick identification.



Water Column Component (WCC)

 Describes the structures, patterns and processes of 
the water column 

 Three Subcomponents
 Depth zones
 Hydroforms and subforms
 Biotic Groups & Biotopes

 Modifers
 salinity, temperature, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water column component – really a new contribution of CMECS – and frankly one we have struggled with – but we are getting closerIt also has three subcomponents  based on depth zones, water column structure and biotaImportant variables like salinity, temperature, and turbidity and currently used as modifiers for these units – but watch this space- there’s a chance they’ll get moved back into the list of standard units.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Had a workshop in the beginning of January to sort through some of the details of the water columnThey affirmed that these were the right subcomponents, but recommended some changes and refinements to their values and organization.For example – the current list of Hydroforms is likely to be organized into a hierarchy that splits them at the highest level as currents, waves and tidesCurrently working through this.  As you consider applying the WCC  - we will be able to provide the updated lists to be piloted.



Sub-benthic Component (SBC)
 Describes characteristics of the sediments and soils 

below the surface with depth
 Upper 15 cm: Same as SGC. 

 Below 15 cm: Horizontal Soil Layering.  Suborders 
and Great Groups.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fifth component is the Sub-Benthic componentDescribes the characteristics of the sediments and soils – takes a classic soils classification approachOne of the more controversial components.Won’t talk much more about it in the webinars – not really on the table for the pilots.



Modifiers
 A consistent set of variables used to further describe a 

standard unit and allow users customize their 
application of the classification in a standardized way

 Examples: 
 Energy Level
 Percent Cover
 Slope
 Rugosity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Earlier I noted the flexibility of the classification –We achieve this by providing a standard list of modifiers and allowing for user defined modifiers as wellThe need for modifiers was identified as we tried to develop the classification and found that there are many variables that are critically important for classifying certain types in certain regions or for certain purposes that are irrelevant to other regions or studies.A prime example of this is Energy Level – This may be one of the most important classifiers of pacific coastal system, but it’s meaningless in the Gulf of Mexico – where everything is low energy (except during hurricanes!).  So we created a modifier for energy level that can be applied in the relevant components for use for individual studies.  Separating units out at any level of the hierarchy with modifiers provides a flexible way for users to parse the standard variables and still be able to re-aggregate them to report to the standard and allow roll up of the data.



Seagrass Bed Classification
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System ,Subsystem ,Tidal Zone  
Marine Nearshore Subtidal

Benthic Biotic Component (BBC):
Class:   Aquatic Bed 
Subclass:   Rooted Vascular 
Biotic Group: N.A. Atlantic Seagrass Bed
Biotope: Thalassia Seagrass Bed
Modifier: Dense

Surface Geology Component (SGC):
Class:   Unconsolidated Substrate
Subclass:  Fine Unconsolidated Substrate 
Group:   Sand

Geoform Component (GFC):
Physiographic Setting: Coast
Geoform: Lagoon

Water Column Component (WCC): Not used
Sub-Benthic Component (SBC): Not used

(Gulf of Mexico)                       Image: C. Moses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of how a given place on the seafloor would be classified under the different components.  Note that we didn’t do all of the components—what’s used is at the discretion of user to meet study needsI like to think of these components as separate GIS layers: How you integrate them in a geodatbase and portray them on a map also depends on the objectives of a studyAim is to produce something that is   Straightforward but flexible  Driven by user needs  Hierarchical



Questions?
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Mapping CMECS 
 Driven by user objectives. 

 CMECS is technology agnostic. Level of specificity depends on a 
users objectives and the source data.

 Various components can be mapped alone or together based on 
user objectives.

 Map scale and geographic scale is user driven.  No predefined 
minimum mapping unit.

 CMECS recognizes spatially and temporally variable units.  
Frequency of mapped “snapshots” depends on user needs. 
Modifiers can be used to indicate ephemeral units.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point – we don’t have a standard guidance on mapping cmecs. How you apply CMECS to a map should be highly objective drivenWe didn’t develop it with any particular technology or source data in mind – we didn’t want to limit ourselves by current technology, but we did try to be practical as much as possible.Integrating CMECS units is also currently at the discretion of the user – can map them alone or combine them Currently no preset map scale or minimum mapping units.We do recognize spatially and temporally variable units – presents a mapping challenge – we’ve identified some modifiers to help with this, but you’ll need to make some decisions about the best way to portray these things to meet your needs.  



Mapping CMECS

 Develop coverage 
for each separate 
component

Applied CMECS units to existing map developed 
by Florida Marine Research Institute (FMRI, 
2002) originally classified using “SCHEME” 
system. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CMECS allows you to create separate coverages..



Red Fish Bay, TX   Data Source: Side  Scan 

ES.1_b:AB.3.0.0.mdsp
ES.1_b:AB.3.0.0.dens

Legend

Water
ES.1_s:US

Land

ES.1_b:FO.1
ES.1_b:FB.1.ob

ES = Estuarine
1 = Subtidal
s:US = Unconsolidated Substrate
b: AB.3.0.0.dens = seagrass, continuous
b: AB.3.0.0.mdsp= seagrass, moderately sparse
b:FO.1 = Forested Wetland, Mangrove
b: FB.1.ob = Oyster Bed= Oyster bed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or combine the coverages to make comprehensive cover maps.In this case they combined the SGC and the BBC and used modifiers to indicate seagrass density



12 projects completed and 9 projects underway

• Where = Gulf of Mexico, MS, NY, TX, CA, OR, FL, SC, AK, MA, 
VI, RI, WA, Qeshm Island, Iran

• Partners = USGS, California SeaGrant, California State Coastal 
Conservancy, New York Dept. of State, Univ. of Rhode Island, 
NEPs, NERRs, Mass. CZM Program, NPS, TNC, BOEMRE, 
NASA, Texas Dept of Parks and Wildlife, Oregon Dept of Fish 
and Wildlife,

• Type of pilot = 14 projects working from native source data, 6 
projects involving cross-walks from other systems, 1 project 
comparing systems

CMECS Pilot Projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Done or are doing 21 pilot project Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific and Iran!Had lots of partners14 projects from native source data, 6 crosswalking previously created products, 1 where we crosswalked CMECS to another system.Projects underway or in the planning phase areROSES, NOPP, California Coast, Sandy Hook, Charlotte Harbor and Morro Bay NEPs, Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center, and Oregon Dept. of Fish and Wildlife and the Qeshm Island study.Where- Gulf of Mexico (ROSES), Mississippi Sound-MS, Long Island South Shore-NY, Redfish Bay-TX, Humboldt Bay and California Coast-CA, ShoreZone and Muir Inlet-AK, MACZM classification system comparison, Oregon Coast-OR, Florida Bay-FL, ACE Basin NERR and SWMP data (Saundra’s work)-SC, NOAA Biogeography groups pilot on St. John-VI, NOPP project-RI Columbia River Estuary-OR/WAThe Florida System for Classifying Habitats in Estuarine and Marine Environments (SCHEME) was the most common cross-walk.



• Types of source data = Aerial imagery, sediment grab sampling, 
underwater videography, sediment profile imaging, water quality 
sampling, bathymetry, acoustic backscatter, satellite imagery

• Four versions of CMECS tested v. I, v. III, and v. 3.1

• Focus areas = 
• BBC/SGC - 6
• SGC/GFC - 1
• SGC -1
• WCC - 2
• GFC – 1

CMECS Pilot Projects (Cont.)

Redfish Bay, TX Pilot Data
Greens=Seagrass, Yellow=Unconsolidated 

Sediments, Maroon=Mangroves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A variety of source data – from various types of imagery and videography to sediment grabs and profiling.Tested four versions of CMECS and got smarter every timeMost studies focused on one or two of the components. Aerial imagery used in Humboldt Bay, Redfish Bay, Long Island, Florida Bay, St. JohnAcoustic Backscatter used in Muir Inlet, Grab samples used in Mississippi Sound, Bathymetry used in TNC’s Gulf of Mexico work (Jorge Brenner)Satellite imagery used in ROSES project (MODIS sensor)Grabs, Sediment Profile Imagery, and Acoustic Backscatter used in NOPP projectWater chemistry samples used in ACE Basin project Focus areas BBC/SGC in Humboldt Bay, Redfish Bay, Long Island South Shore, Florida Bay, ShoreZone, St. John,SGC/GFC in Muir InletSGC alone in Mississippi SoundGFC along in TNC Gulf of MexicoWCC explored in Florida Bay and ACE Basin



CMECS Implementation Issues
 Limitations of sensors 

 Let objectives, resources , and available technology help you focus 
on what components and how far down the hierarchy

 Integration of the components  
 CMECS provides a common format
 As with any GIS project, it’s up to the scientists to develop 

ecologically meaningful overlays of the components
 Portraying temporally variable units 

 Let objectives guide the best visualization techniques
 Annotating heterogeneous polygons 

 Driven by the minimum mapping unit
 Guidelines for secondary elements and complexes need testing

 Crosswalking challenges
 New guidelines for qualifying the relationships are on the way
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the things the pilots showed us is there are some things you can’t see with available technologyIntegration of the components is an exercise that requires ecologists to overlay components for a particular purpose to infer meaning to their study – if you want to do a cover map – integration of the BBC and SGC is necessary, if you want to describe bioenvironments or do predictive habitat maps for certain species, you’d want to integrate the components that help describe their critical habitat requirements – may be bottom type and salinity – so would use the SGC and the WCC – CMECS provides the common format – you provide the ecological rigorSingle most common question we get is – how do I portray variable units.  CMECS doesn’t help me do that.  It doesn’t.  It’s a list of types.  People get stuck on the fact that a map is a snapshot and the world is dynamic.  A classification can’t fix that, but mapping and visualization techniques can.  But they are highly objective driven.  We do need help in helping people sort this out. Crosswalking challenges – comparing one classification to another is messy – we’re working on a way to make the mess more explicit – perhaps not less messy.  Watch this space for a metadata standard that will help in the crosswalking process.



Resources
CMECS Web Site 
www.csc.noaa.gov/benthic/cmecs

Standards Document
http://www.fgdc.gov/standards/projects/FGDC-

standards-projects/cmecs-folder/cmecs-index-page 

CMECS Unit Catalogue
www.cmecscatalogue.org
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For more information—there are some websites



Contact Information
Pam:  prittelmeyer@scc.ca.gov

Kathy: kathy_goodin@natureserve.org

Implementation Group nos.csc.cmecs_ig@noaa.gov
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Questions?
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